Lesson 18: Quiz 3 - How to Edit a Draft

Directions: Choose the sentences and the edit corrections that need to be made for the conclusion using the editing checklist. Read the revised and edited conclusion paragraph.

Revised Draft Conclusion
1) I am happy that I found Lucy and that I keep her. 2) Now she is healthy and clean. 3) The responsibilities are OK because Omar helps me. 4) It makes me feel good that she is safe and happy. 5) She is a lot of fun and very friendly. 6) Everyone likes her. 7) When she wags her tail I know she is saying “Thank you”. 8) I hug her and say, “Your welcome”!

Edited Conclusion
I am happy that I found Lucy and that I kept her. It made me feel good that she was safe and happy. This little dog is a barrel of fun and very friendly! Everyone likes Lucy and wants to play with her. There are times when I can’t take care of my dog but I’m lucky because Omar helps. How does Lucy feel? When she wags her tail, I know she is saying “Thank you”. I hug her and say, “You’re welcome”!

Step 1: Identify the sentences that you feel have been edited and then type these sentence numbers into question 1. The sentences have been numbered for your convenience.
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**Step 2**: Write the editing checklist number and letter next to the corresponding sentence number. There may be more than one answer for each identified sentence.

**Example**: Sentence 3: 4a
Sentence 5: 1b